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摘要
本研究是針對一般運動生物力學人體測試時，在高速攝影下，擷取光點偏移原先所設定之光點而導致實驗數據產生偏差之研究。

一般攝影技術中以 50mm 的標準鏡頭被視為與人眼視角較為符合，但是在遠距攝影中，廣角鏡頭常被用來拍攝容納更大的動作範

圍，此時身體標記的光點與動作的清晰度不夠，以致失去實驗的可信度，愈離鏡頭的光學中心的物體此時便產生桶型變化的扭

曲，本研究假設物體扭曲的情形與拍攝的水平角度、距離與物體成像有關。本研究對利用方格紙實驗取得影像與實際方格紙描圖

點大小做一描述性研究，對不同水平角度改變上，16 個離鏡頭光學中心不同距離之點扭曲之情形做比較。研究結果發現鏡頭距離

物體愈近，以及水平角度改變愈大，離鏡頭光學中心的拍攝影像偏移光點的情形愈大，以 200cm、180cm、160cm 的距離分別改變

5mm~31mm、6mm~37mm、7~40m。此研究結果可提供未來攝影機的設置與實驗誤差所產生之計算與依據。

關鍵字：桶形失真, 水平角度

1. Introduction

In recent years the study of sport biomechanics has

apparently moved from prescriptive and inferential attitudes

to more descriptive and scientific stances. The science and

technology for the creation and use of high speed camera

have progressed tremendously. The authenticity of

measurement in recent years has increased noticeably. In the

measurement of high speed camera, the varieties were effect

by surroundings, weather, system error or any others of

examinee whom psychological caused. These are resulted in

unstable statistics and analysis. The purpose of the research

presented in this article is to examine the relationship

between horizontal degree and distance change of the barrel

distortion on the each point. Generally speaking, barrel

distortion we called is a kind of result after photographing.

Cameraman would use lowest focal lens In order to capture

the nearest objective. Most experiments design always set

the camera system in advance. But if the examinee did not

action between the preparedly range, this measure or

experiment should be restart. So if we can find out how

many degrees change of the barrel distortion is allow the

experiment range. It will help the experiment to the correct

analysis.

2. Method

To test and demonstrate the presented concept, a piece of

standard quadrille paper comprising 16 points was used.

Each distance between two points is 5cm (See Figure1). We

believe that each distance we set is exactitude of the imagine

formation. In this work, we propose the following method：

(a) Photograph the destiny from 160cm, 180cm, and 200cm.

Then use the goniometer to change the destiny with the focal

lens of high speed camera from 1。~45。. In the figure 2

explained why we set the degree from 1。~45。. It was some

dead angle always resulted in the lack of the photograph like

the black area. The lens of the high speed camera is 50mm

and use MS10k camera to measure. Generally speaking,

focal length means the distance from the optical center to the

surface of film. The units we called “millimeter” (mm). 

Such as 50mm lens is conformed to human-eyes (Hartley,

1995).

The study analysis used the Microsoft Excel 2007 statistical

software to calculate the relationship between the distance

and degree change for the barrel distortion with image

formation. And use SigmaPlot 10.0 software to plot the

distribution of each 16 points.

Figure 1- 16 points on the quadrille paper

Figure 2-Dead angle of the horizontal degree
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3. Result and discussion

Table I demonstrates total placement in different distance

from 1 degree to 45 degree. In this study, we separate 16

points into four groups. As Table I shows, displacement area

in each group is getting equality. We attribute it was

horizontal degree. Generally, capturing widely range of the

sport motion, we have set the camera to a regular distance.

But it will result unclear image and capture point frequently.

Table I- The point position shift area between 160cm,

180cm and 200cm with horizontal degree change
200cm 180cm 160cm

1 5.428 6.082 7.077
5 5.190 5,719 7.279
9 5.625 6.654 7.029

13 5.603 6.596 7.829
2 12.241 14.090 14.976
6 11.855 13.300 14.512

10 12.167 13.539 15.293
14 13.339 15.220 16.136
3 20.382 23.544 24.570
7 19.837 22.670 25.327

11 20.438 24.159 25.346
15 21.890 24.623 27.083
4 29.843 34.791 37.301
8 29.813 34.300 37.200

12 29.883 36.029 38.724
16 31.176 37.297 40.328

In Table 2, we demonstrate the effect of displacement

through horizontal degree change. The lowest line is the

distribution of 160cm in the 1 degree to 45 degree, middle

line is 180cm, and the highest line is 200cm. Table 2 shows

two ideas. One is the point is closer to the center of lens will

get fewer distortion. On the contrary, more barrel distortion

will obviously shift the position. Secondly, the faraway point

will get more equality in the wide horizontal angel whether

the distances change. It means no matter how distance we

set in advance. As long as the angle is close to a range, the

barrel distortion will get more equality.

Table 2- Point distribution when degree change

4. Conclusion and suggestion

After measurement and statistic, we summarize two

conclusions of this article.

a) Point position will shift more than the horizontal 0

degree from 1 degree increasing 45 degree.

b) The barrel distortion will obviously affect the faraway

image of the objective in the high speed camera more

than closer.

According to the conclusion shows, we realize that more far

distance will resulted in barrel distortion than close ones. As

we mentioned in the introduction before, most experiments

will set the high speed camera whether 2D or 3D measure

system in advance. If the motion range is big enough to

force the camera should build a far distance. We suggested

that researcher must realize the conclusion of this study

beforehand even if they can measure how barrel distortion

would affect they experiment.

Generally speaking, far distance is allow to contain more

viewpoint , via versa. But this might resulted in many

unclearly point to calculate. The same may be said, no doubt,

of real action.

The aim of the study is trying to formalize the correct

concept of distance and horizontal degree to the affect of the

barrel distortion in sport biomechanics and build a correct

concept of distance choice.

An important area for future research in the years to come

will be in the refinement of approaches to the analysis of the

varieties of the horizontal degree shift. We do not deny the

limitation of the present study. In order to obtain more

reliable and objective data, future research that aims at

finding evidence for correct distance choosing and

perpendicular degree could include sport biomechanics

experiments.
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